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YOU SHARE, THEY SHARE, REPEAT™ SCRIPT
What excites me most is that Isagenix has a simple way to help you pay for your products. It’s called  
‘You Share, They Share, Repeat’. 

So, who do you know... that would want amazing results like yours? 

   There are packs to suit every goal and budget, but for this example let’s use an Ultimate Pack. 

Let’s say that <..........name..........> enrols with an Ultimate Pack, Isagenix will pay you a £50/€53 Product  
Introduction Bonus known as a PIB. 

  Then <..........name..........> also enrols on an Ultimate Pack, Isagenix will pay you another £50/€53 PIB.

HERE’S WHERE IT GETS REALLY EXCITING!

 If both friends get started and place their initial orders on Autoship in the same commission week – that’s Monday  
through Monday (UK Time) – Isagenix will DOUBLE your bonus. That’s a total of £200/€212. 

When you do this, you’ll move to the first leadership level and Isagenix will pay you a one-time bonus of £37/€40. 

You have now earned a total of £237/€252! 

This is called ‘You Share’. 

  Together we will help your two friends do exactly what you did, and share the Isagenix products with two people. 

And you will receive a £74/€81 bonus for helping <..........name..........> and another £74/€81 bonus for helping  
<..........name..........>. 

This is called ‘They Share’. 

Up to this point, you have earned a total of £385/€414!

When you do this within your first 60 days of becoming an Associate, you move to the second leadership level  
and receive a further bonus of £185/€203. 

That’s a grand total of £570/€617. Now you can do this once and pay for your products. Or you can ‘Repeat’  
it as often as you like. 

Repeating these steps can help you pay for your products each month or even build a secondary income.  
‘You Share, They Share, Repeat’ is just the beginning, the earning potential with Isagenix is amazing!

PRACTICE YOU SHARE, THEY SHARE, REPEAT™

*Prices shown are rounded for marketing purposes.
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